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Purpose

 Modern Automobiles record and process large amounts of sensitive data

 Tampering involves targeted manipulation of data

 Attacks on drivers

 Financial gain (Odometer, Emission Control) 

 Tampering Detection must be done outside the vehicle while preserving data 

privacy 



Existing Techniques

 Encryption, Anonymization, and Perturbation

 Randomization and Transformation Based

 Data Transformation can allow for low complexity, high privacy, and 

preservation of Euclidean data

 Several forms of Data Transformation exist, this paper focuses on Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT)

 O(n log n )
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Performing FFT and Filtering

 N: Number of discrete values per sensor

 M: Number of sensors

 u,v: Frequency Values

 x,y: Time domain values



Performing FFT and Filtering

 A matrix contains original sensor data

 Transformed into A = M x N, where M,N = multiple of 2

 Dominant Component F(0,0) is centered in the matrix

 Rest of matrix padded with zeros

 Matrix F represents all transformations applied in frequency domain

 Gaussian noise, preliminary filtering, etc.

 F is computed through application of final Ideal 2D Low-Pass Filter





Adding Gaussian White Noise

 Discord value σ represents the magnitude of distortion the data set can 

handle before data is irretrievable 

 Allows for easily tunable levels of privacy

 Perturbation process with variance 𝜎 2 preserves a signals properties 

[2]





Tampering Detection

 Combines use of Random Forest (RF) and Univariate Cumulative Sum (UCUSUM)

 Regression and gradual change of monitored data

 Analyzing detects anomalies indicative of tampering

 For testing purposes, True and False Positive rates were computed

 True Positive: Data properly detected as an anomaly

 False Positive: Data that is not an anomaly but detected as such

 False Negative: Data that is an anomaly, but not detected



Results

 Test One: 1D Sensor Data FFT-Based Distortion

 Data collected from On Board Diagnostic (OBD) II oxygen sensor

 2015 EUR6 Skoda Rapid 1.2 L TSI passenger vehicle

 Test used to prove validity of FFT data transform and added distortion



Results

 Test Two: 2D Sensor Data FFT-Based Distortion

 Oxygen sensor, Oxygen jump sensor voltage, Engine torque, Throttle position, and 

Coolant temperature all recorded

 Test used to prove computation complexity



Results

 Test Three: Privacy-Preserving Tampering Detection

 Test used to prove anomalies can still be detected after transformation

 New data set recorded with similar conditions to previous tests

 Tampered by substituting values from previously recorded data sets



Results

Current of Oxygen Sensor Data







Contributions

 FFT is an effective technique for privacy preserving tampering detection

 Retains data characteristics for anomaly detection

 Scalable levels of privacy

 Low complexity cost compared to existing methods

 Synthesis of RF and UCUSUM result in effective tampering detection

 Exhibits up to 100% detection rate

 False Positive rate of 21% suggests further improvement



Future Work

 Tampering Detection can be improved

 Reduce False Positive Rate

 Further testing in embedded environment

 Real-time execution and pre-processing 



My Thoughts

 The creative use of FFT for data transformation is both novel and effective

 100% detection rate for tampering detection

 Paves the way for future work in this field 

 Not much evidence that FFT properly obscures data from privacy attack



Discussion

 Do you think that FFT transforms, filtering, and Gaussian White Noise can be 

safely assumed to protect data?

 Is FFT or other data transformation used in other autonomous systems? What are 

some more applications in autonomous systems? 

 Are there additional advantages/disadvantages of data transformation 

compared to Encryption/Anonymization not covered in this paper?
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